We demonstrate a simple strategy to cope with missing data in sequential inputs, addressing the task of multilabel classification of diagnoses given clinical time series. Collected from the intensive care unit (ICU) of a major urban medical center, our data consists of multivariate time series of observations. The data is irregularly sampled, leading to missingness patterns in re-sampled sequences. In this work, we show the remarkable ability of RNNs to make effective use of binary indicators to directly model missing data, improving AUC and F1 significantly. However, while RNNs can learn arbitrary functions of the missing data and observations, linear models can only learn substitution values. For linear models and MLPs, we show an alternative strategy to capture this signal. Additionally, we evaluate LSTMs, MLPs, and linear models trained on missingness patterns only, showing that for several diseases, what tests are run can be more predictive than the results themselves.
Introduction
Hospital intensive care units (ICUs) record large amounts data for each admitted patient. Electrocardiograms, pulse oximeters, and arterial blood pressure sensors stream vital signs, which clinical staff chart routinely during hourly rounds. Lab test results and medications are recorded as they are ordered or delivered by physicians and nurses. Critically ill patients may receive invasive interventions, such as tracheal intubation, enabling the monitoring of inspired and expired gases. The result are rich sequences of clinical observations depicting both the patient's health and the care she receives over time. We would like to mine these time series to build accurate predictive models for diagnosis and other applications. Modern machine learning techniques are well-suited to learning sequential or temporal relationships from such time series. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs), in particular, offer unprecedented predictive power in myriad sequence learning domains, including, natural language, speech, video, handwriting, among others. Recently, Lipton et al. (2016) , demonstrated the efficacy of RNNS for multilabel classification of diagnoses in clinical time series data.
However, medical time series data presents modeling problems not found in the clean academic datasets on which most RNN research focuses. Clinical observations are sampled irregularly, with rates varying between patients, across variables, and even through time. One common strategy for dealing with sparse, variable sampling is to re-sample the data to discrete time series, but the resulting sequences often contain missing values (Marlin et al., 2012) Most often, researchers fill missing values using a heuristic or unsupervised imputation strategy (Lasko et al., 2013) . Adding complication, these values are not missing at random, but reflect decisions by caregivers. Thus, the pattern of recorded measurements contain potential information about the state of the patient.
In this work, we directly model missing values as features, extending the methodology of Lipton et al. (2016) for RNN-based multilabel prediction of diagnoses given multivariate time series of measurements from the intensive care unit at a major urban hospital. Unlike Lipton et al. (2016) , who approach missing data via heuristic imputation, we directly model missingness as a first-class feature. We show that RNNs make remarkable use of binary indicators for missing data, improving AUC and F1 significantly. However, while RNNs can learn arbitrary functions of the missingness indicators and observations, linear models can only learn substitution values. Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) trained on fixed windows can also make use of the information from missing data indicators, but their overall performance suffers due to their inability to model full patient trajectories. For linear models and MLPs, we show an alternative strategy to capture this signal using a small number of simple handengineered features. Additionally, we evaluate RNNs, MLPs, and linear models trained on missingness patterns only, showing that for several diseases, what tests are run can be as predictive as or more predictive than the actual measurements.
Of course, we may not want our predictive models to rely upon the patterns of treatment. as argued by Caruana et al. (2015) . Once deployed, our models may influence the treatment protocols, thus invalidating their predictions. Nonetheless, doctors at present often do utilize knowledge of past care , and treatment signal can leak into the actual measurements themselves in a way that is detectable by sufficiently powerful models. As a final contribution of this paper, we present critical discussion of these practical and philosophical issues and argue that the proper way forward in our field is to directly model signals from missing values, utilization, and treatment, rather than ignore or attempt to remove them.
Data
Our dataset consists of patient records extracted from a large urban medical center as part of an IRB-approved study. In all, the dataset contains roughly 10,000 ICU episodes. Each episode describes the stay of one patient in the ICU for a period of at least 12 hours. In addition, each patient record contains a static set of diagnostic codes, annotated by physicians either during or after each ICU visit.
Inputs
In their rawest representation, episodes are irregularly sampled multivariate time series of 13 variables: diastolic and systolic blood pressure, peripheral capillary refill rate, end-tidal CO 2 (ETCO 2 ), fraction of inspired O 2 (FIO 2 ), total Glascow coma scale, blood glucose, heart rate, pH, respiratory rate, blood oxygen saturation, body temperature, and urine output. To render our data suitable for learning with RNNs, we re-sample time series to sequences of hourly time steps, where time step t covers the interval between hours t and t + 1, closed on the left but open on the right. Because actual admission times are not recorded reliably, we use the time of the first recorded observation as time step t = 0. We combine multiple measurements within the same hour window by taking their mean.
Vital signs such as heart rate are measured on average just over once per hour, while lab tests requiring a blood draw (e.g., glucose) are measured just over once per day (see Appendix B for further detail). In addition, the timing of and time between observations varies across patients and over time. The resulting sequential representation will have many missing values, and other variables are missing altogether.
Note that our methods do not depend on choice of re-sampling rate but are sensitive to it. A higher re-sampling rate of, e.g., every half hour, would double the length of the sequences, making learning via backpropagation through time more challenging (Bengio et al., 1994) . For our data, this cost is not justified because the most frequently measured variables (vital signs) are recorded about once per hour. For higher frequency recordings of variables with faster dynamics, a higher re-sampling rate might be warranted.
To better condition our inputs, we scale each variable to the [0, 1] interval, using expertdefined ranges. Additionally, we correct for differences in heart rate, respiratory rate, (Fleming et al., 2011) and blood pressure (NHBPEP Working Group 2004) due to age and gender using tables of normal values from large population studies.
Diagnostic labels
Our work addresses the task of phenotyping (Oellrich et al., 2015) , that is, recognizing diseases and other relevant clinical conditions, posed as a sequence classification task. However, our methods can be applied to any predictive modeling problem involving sequence data and missing values, such as early prediction of sepsis (Henry et al., 2015) or real-time risk modeling (Wiens et al., 2012) . We formulate phenotyping as multilabel classification of diagnostic codes assigned by clinical staff. Our data contain 429 distinct codes (labels) from on an in-house taxonomy used for research and billing, they bear resemblance to the Ninth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) codes (World Health Organization, 2004) commonly used in medical informatics research.
These labels include a wide range of acute conditions, such as acute respiratory distress, congestive heart failure, and sepsis. A full list is given in Appendix A. We focus on the 128 most frequent with at least 50 positive examples. Naturally, the diagnoses are not mutually exclusive. In our data set, the average patient has 2.24 diagnosis codes. Additionally, the base rate frequencies of the diagnoses vary widely (see Appendix A).
Recurrent Neural Networks for Multilabel Classification
While our focus in this paper is on missing data, for completeness, we review the LSTM RNN architecture for performing multilabel classification of diagnoses introduced by Lipton et al. (2016) . Formally, the problem setup is: Given a series of observations x (1) , ..., x (T ) , we desire a classifier to generate hypothesesŷ of the true labels y, where each input x t ∈ R D and the outputŷ ∈ [0, 1] K . Here, D denotes the input dimension, K denotes the number of labels, t indexes sequence steps, and for any example, T denotes the length of that sequence.
LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks
Our proposed RNN uses LSTM memory cells (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with forget gates (Gers et al., 2000) but without peephole connections (Gers et al., 2003) . As output, we use a fully connected layer followed by an element-wise logistic activation function σ. We apply log loss (binary cross-entropy) as the loss function at each output node.
The following equations give the update for a layer of memory cells h
stands for the previous layer at the same sequence step (a previous LSTM layer or the input x (t) ) and h (t−1) l stands for the same layer at the previous sequence step:
l . In these equations, σ stands for an element-wise application of the logistic function, φ stands for an element-wise application of the tanh function, and is the Hadamard (element-wise) product. The input, output, and forget gates are denoted by i, o, and f respectively, while g is the input node and has a tanh activation.
RNN Architecture for Multilabel Classification
The loss at a single sequence step is the average log loss calculated across all labels:
To overcome the difficulty of learning to pass information across long sequences, we use the target replication strategy proposed by Lipton et al. (2016) , in which we replicate the static targets at each sequence step (Figure 1 ), providing a local error signal. This technique is also well-motivated by our problem: we desire to predict accurately even if the sequence were truncated (as in early-warning systems). To calculate loss, we take a convex combination of the final step loss and the average of the losses over predictionsŷ (t) at all steps t:
where T is the total number of sequence steps and α ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter, determining the relative importance of performance on the intermediary vs. final targets. At inference time, we consider only the output at the final step. 
Missing Data
In this section, we explain our procedures for imputation, missing data indicator sequences, engineering features of missing data patterns.
Imputation
To address the artifacts of re-sampling we consider two different imputation strategies (forward-filling and zero imputation), as well as direct modeling via indicator variables. Because these approaches are not mutually exclusive, we also evaluate them in combination. Let x (t)
i be the value that results from re-sampling the time series for variable i at time t, and suppose that there are no measurements between hours t and t − 1 so that x (t) i is "missing." In our zero-imputation strategy, we simply set x (t) i := 0 whenever it is missing. In our forward-filling strategy, we impute x (t) i as follows:
• If there is at least one previously recorded measurement of variable i at a time t < t, we perform forward-filling by setting x (t)
• If there is no previous recorded measurement (or if the variable is missing entirely), then we impute the median estimated over all measurements in the training data.
This strategy is motivated by the intuition that clinical staff record measurements at intervals proportional to rate at which they are believed or observed to change. Heart rate, which can change rapidly, is monitored much more frequently than blood pH. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that a value has changed little since the last time it was measured.
Learning with Missing Data Indicators
Our indicator variable approach to missing data consists of augmenting our inputs with binary variables m Note that for a linear model, the impact of a missing data indicator on predictions must be monotonic. In contrast, the RNN might infer that for one patient heart rate is missing because they went for a walk, while for another it might signify an emergency. Also note that even without indicators, the RNN might learn to some extent to recognize filled-in vs real values. For example, with forward-filling, the RNN could learn to recognize exact repeats. For zero-filling, the RNN could recognize that values set to exactly 0 were likely missing measurements.
Hand-engineered missing data features
To overcome the limits of the linear model, we also designed features from the indicator sequences. As much as possible, we limited ourselves to features that are simple to calculate, intuitive, and task-agnostic. The first is a binary indicator for whether a variable was measured at all. Additionally, we compute the mean and standard deviation of the missing indicators. The mean captures the frequency with which each variable is measured which carries information about the severity of a patient's condition. The standard deviation, on the other hand, computes a non-monotonic function of frequency that is maximized when a variable is missing exactly 50% of the time. We also compute the frequency with which a variable switches from measured to missing or vice versa across adjacent sequence steps. Finally, we add features that capture the relative times of the first and last recordings of a variable , represented as real numbers between 0 and 1 (the number of hours until the measurement, scaled by the length of the interval).
Experiments
Our LSTM RNN has 2 hidden layers of 128 LSTM cells each, non-recurrent dropout of 0.5, and 2 2 weight decay of 10 −6 . We train on 80% of data, setting aside 10% each for validation and testing. We train each RNN for 100 epochs and then retain the parameters corresponding to the epoch with the lowest validation loss.
We compare the performance of RNNs with stronger versions of the logistic regression and multilayer perceptron (MLP) baselines reported in Lipton et al. (2016) . The linear baseline uses an 2 penalty chosen based on validation performance. The MLP has 3 hidden layers with 500 nodes each and uses rectified linear (ReLU) activations and dropout (with probability of 0.5). This architecture was chosen based on validation performance. We trained the MLP using stochastic gradient descent with momentum.
Because these baselines cannot be applied to variable-length time series, we trained them on one of two different types of fixed size inputs: a concatenation of 12-hour subsequences (of raw measurements, missing indicators, or both) or 12 expressive hand-engineered features designed to capture central tendencies, variability, extremes, and trends: the first and last measurements and their difference, maximum and minimum values, mean and standard deviation, median and 25th and 75th percentiles, and the slope and intercept of least squares line fit. We also computed the 8 missing data features described in section 4.
We improve upon the baselines in Lipton et al. (2016) by computing features over different windows of time, giving them access to greater temporal information and enabling them to better model patterns of missingness. For the raw features, we concatenate three 12-hour subsequences, one each from the beginning, middle, and end of the time series. For shorter time series, these intervals may overlap. This creates a total of 3 × 12 × 13 = 468 raw measurement and indicator features each. We extract hand-engineered features from the entire time series, as well as from three possibly overlapping intervals: the first and last 12 hours and the interval between (for shorter sequences, we instead use the middle 12 hours). This yields a total of 4 × 12 × 13 = 624 and 4 × 8 × 13 = 416 hand-engineered measurement and missing data features, respectively. We train each model on five different raw inputs: (1) zero-filled missing values, (2) imputed missing values, (2) zero-filled missing values + indicators, (4) imputed missing values + indicators, and (5) indicators-only. In addition we train logistic regression and MLP baselines on three combinations of hand-engineered features Each model is trained and evaluated on the same splits. We evaluate all models with area under the ROC curve (AUC), F1 score (with threshold chosen on validation data), and precision at 10. For AUC and F1, we report both micro-averaged (calculated across all predictions) and macroaveraged (calculated separately across on each labels) measures to mitigate the weaknesses in each (Lipton et al., 2014 ). Finally we report precision at 10, whose maximum is 0.2238 because we have on average 2.238 diagnostic codes per patient. Table 1 : Performance on aggregate metrics for logistic regression (Log Reg), MLP, and LSTM classifiers with and without imputation and missing data indicators.
Results
We briefly highlight the most noteworthy results from our experiments and defer further discussion until section 7. The best overall model by all metrics (micro AUC of 0.8730) is an LSTM with zero-imputation and missing data indicators, outperforming even the strongest MLP baseline and the LSTM model from (Lipton et al., 2016) . While all models benefit from access to missing data indicators, this information confers less benefit to the raw input linear baselines, consistent with theory discussed in subsection 4.2. The performance of the hand-engineered baselines demonstrates the efficacy of our simple hand-engineered features and the benefit to predictive performance that results from incorporating explicit information about patterns of missingness, whatever the choice of model. One of our most interesting findings is that LSTMs (with or without indicators) appear to perform better with zero-filling than with with imputed values. Even without indicators, the zero-filled LSTM outperforms the LSTM with imputed values. This is remarkable for two reasons. First, this is not true of either baseline; even the MLP performs better with fully imputed data. Second, it suggests that the LSTM may be learning to recognize missing values implicitly as the zeros stand out more than imputed values. For the LSTM, imputation may interfere with its ability to learn an implicitly model missingness patterns. This ability of flexible models to infer missingness may have broader implications for working with data with missing values.
Related Work
This work builds upon research relating to missing values and machine learning for medical informatics. The basic RNN methodology for phenotyping derives from Lipton et al. (2016) , addressing a dataset and problem described by Che et al. (2015) . The methods rely upon LSTM RNNs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 2000) trained by backpropagation through time (Hinton et al., 2006; Werbos, 1988) . A comprehensive perspective on the history and modern applications of recurrent neural networks is provided in (Lipton et al., 2015) . While a long and rich literature addresses pattern recognition with missing data (Cohen and Cohen, 1975; Allison, 2001 ), most of this literature addresses fixed-length feature vectors, as indicated by reviews of the literature from García-Laencina et al. (2010) and Pigott (2001) . Further, while many papers address neural networks for missing values, most of this work focuses on sophisticated imputation strategies, rather than mining missingness as a feature for discriminative learning . Indicator variables for missing data were first proposed long ago by Cohen and Cohen (1975) , but we were unable to find papers that have combined missing indicators with recurrent neural networks. Further, only a handful of papers address missing data in the context of RNNS. Bengio and Gingras (1996) demonstrate a scheme by which the RNN learns to fill in the missing values such that the filled-in values minimize output error. In 2001, Parveen and Green (2001) build upon this method to improve automatic speech recognition. Barker et al. (2001) suggests using a mask of indicators, in a scheme for weighting the contribution of reliable vs corrupted data the final prediction. Tresp and Briegel (1998) address missing values by combining a recurrent neural net with a linear state space model to handle uncertainty. This paper may be one of the first to engineer explicit features of missingness patterns in order to improve discriminative performance. Also, to our knowledge, we are the first to harness patterns of missing data to improve the classification of critical care phenotypes.
Discussion
Data processing and discriminative learning have often been regarded as separate disciplines. Through this separation of concerns, the complementarity of missing data indicators and training RNNs for classification has been overlooked. This paper proposes that patterns of missing values are an underutilized source of predictive power and that RNNs, unlike linear models, can effectively mine this signal from sequences of indicator values. Our hypotheses are confirmed by empirical evidence Additionally we introduce and confirm the utility of a simple set of features engineered from the sequence of missingness indicators that can improve performance of linear models and MLPs. These techniques are simple to implement and broadly applicable and seem likely to confer similar benefits for RNNs on other sequential prediction tasks, when data is missing not at random. One example might include financial data, where failures to report accounting details could suggest internal problems at a company.
The Perils and Inevitability of Modeling Treatment Patterns
For medical applications, the predictive power of missing data raises important philosophical concerns. We train models in the hope that they will make accurate predictions not only on a random test split but also in the real world, once deployed. This hope cuts against the fundamental nature of supervised learning. Unlike reinforcement learners, which learn by interaction with their environment, supervised models, trained offline, cannot account for changes that their deployment might confer upon the real world, possibly invalidating their predictions. Caruana et al. (2015) points this out in the case of a pneumonia risk model that gives lower risk of death to patients who also have asthma. The better outcomes of the asthma patients, as it turns out, owed to the more aggressive treatment they received. The model, if deployed, might be used to choose less aggressive treatment for the patients with both pneumonia and asthma, clearly a sub-optimal course of action.
On the other hand, learning from treatment signal may to some degree be inevitable. Any imputation might leak some information about which values are likely imputed and which aren't. Thus any sufficiently powerful supervised model might catch on to some amount of missingness signal, as was the case in our experiments with the LSTM using zero-filled missing values. Even the physiologic measurements contain information owing to the patterns of treatments. Physiologic signals reflect the medications patients receive and the procedures they undergo. Moreover, often the signal from the patterns of treatments may be intrinsically useful. Doctors already rely on this signal habitually: they read through charts, noting which other doctors have seen a patient, what their opinions might have been, which tests they ordered (or didn't), etc.. While in some circumstances it seems problematic for learning models to rely heavily on patterns of treatment, removing this signal seems not only difficult but also potentially harmful in some cases.
Complex Models or Complex Features?
Our work also shows that using only simple, re-sampled sequences of data and indicators for missing data, RNNs can achieve state of the art performance classifying clinical time series. The RNNs far outperforms linear models, and MLPs trained on fixed windows. Still, in our experience, even though RNNs and MLPs are both deep learning methods and thus opaque in precisely the same way, there is a strong bias among practitioners toward more familiar models, including MLPs, even when they require substantial feature engineering.
In our experiments, we undertook extensive efforts to engineer features to boost the performance of both linear models and MLPs. Ultimately, while RNNs performed best on raw data, we could approach its performance with an MLP and significantly improve the linear model by using hand-engineered features and windowing. A question then emerges: how should we evaluate the trade-off between more complex models and more complex features? To the extent that linear models are believed to be more interpretable than neural networks, that notions of interpretability often hinge on the intelligibility of the features. When performance of the linear model (and also the MLP) comes at the price of this intelligibility, we might ask if this tradeoff undermines the linear this chief advantage. Additionally, such a model, while still inferior to the RNN, relies on application-specific features less likely to be useful on other datasets and tasks. In contrast, the RNN, which relies upon the simplest possible futures, with no hand-engineering seems better equipped to generalize to different feature sets, and different tasks. And while the model may seem complex, the inputs remain completely intelligible, opening the possibility to post-hoc interpretations. A. Appendix A.
In this appendix we provide per-diagnosis AUC and F1 scores for three representative LSTM models trained with imputed measurements, with imputation plus missing indicators, and with indicators only. By comparing performance on individual diagnoses, we can gain some insight into the relationship between missing values and different conditions. Rows are sorted in descending order based on the F1 score of the imputation plus indicators model. It is worth noting that F1 scores are sensitive to threshold, which we chose in order to optimize per-disease validation F1, sometimes based on a very small number of positive cases. Thus, there are cases where one model will have superior AUC but worse F1. In this appendix, we present information about the sampling rates and missingness characteristics of our 13 variables. The first column lists the average number of measurements per hour in all episodes with at least one measurement (excluding episodes where the variable is missing entirely). The second column lists the fraction of episodes in which the variable is missing completely (there are zero measurements). The third column lists the missing rate in the resulting re-sampled sequences. Table 3 : Sampling rates and missingness statistics for all 13 features.
